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My intention was to thank – it is still my intention, but I can't resist one remark. I learned a lot
today, but what I certainly did not expect to learn is that the universities are customer oriented.
Klaus Wirth said that there is no teaching of design in the curricula of the universities. Look at
the advertisements of companies who should deal with software. You will find acronyms like
SAP – in my time it was VMS and RSX. Nowadays it is maybe Windows NT, Unix ... you never,
never ever find an advertisement looking for a designer. So, I think it is customer orientation;
you can't expect the universities to educate people who then don't get jobs.
I would like to thank our speakers for sharing their wisdom with us today. (To the audience)
I hope it is also in your name that I express these thanks.
Jochen, thank you for ten years of being a friend of INFOGEM, and much longer being our
friend and thank you for marvellously chairing this conference. I thank Dieter who gave birth
with us to this company and brought it up; I thank Monika who joined us pretty early, I thank
Harald and Ruedi who are helping us to keep this company going, and I thank especially
Monika in all our name for organising, on her own, this conference so perfectly.
And I think it is also in Helmut's name that I thank our wives Lisbeth and Hanneke, and our
kids, Imre and Monika. They suffered most from our absence from home, but I think at least it
helped them not to starve.
Last but not least I would like to thank you, the audience, that you made this day possible,
especially those of you who decided to use our services, who made use of our ears, and our
fingers on the keyboard. For those of you who haven't yet found the way to INFOGEM, that's
the house you have to look for (shows a slide). In my seminars I always tell the people that it is
much easier to find something you know you are looking for, for instance which type of fault
you can find in software, so you shouldn't make the error of not finding this very nice house –
you are always welcome.
Thank you very much for being here, and please celebrate with us, you are invited for a
drink – stay with us. Those of you who cannot, for whatever reason, have a nice trip home, have
a nice rest of the week, rest of the year, and good luck in your life. Thank you!
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